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Take the inscriptions on it, take the atlases, practice in the contour cards of past classes: Try it
yourself to fill in at least 1-2 card for the studied century, and then they will easily fall down in your
memory. The most important thing is to learn to read the card, because knowledge of geography
can also be useful if, for example, you will need to call the river or mountain range. But it is also not
necessary to scare, since it will mostly be quite well-known geographical objects.
Culture

The Culture section can be rightfully called the most unloved for graduates. Usually, this section is
highlighted by separate blocks after each studied century and sometimes it seems to many that it is
simply impossible to mask it, because it is necessary to study so many areas: literature,
architecture, painting, sculpture, dates and the names of all artists from the X to XX century. But we
already know with you that not everything is so difficult, as it seems at first glance.

With the culture associated with only 3 tasks (17-19), so devotion to her most of its preparation is
clearly not worth it, since everything will not work out everything. But since it helps you to fight for
every cherished score, which can be a fateful, will look with you that you can do in this situation.

So, about the tasks themselves: in the 17th room you relate or cultural figures with their works; or
works with its content or year of creation; Or cultural figures with well-known facts from their lives.

In 18 tasks, you are given a subject of culture (in recent years, for example, the examiners, medals
and caricatures have become very popular with the examiners of examiners, so a priori is worth
paying separate attention!) And it will be necessary to choose true judgments. And in 19 tasks
already on the theme of the same work (the year of creation, the author, the ruler, the historical era)
will be noted 2 similar works or on the contrary, which beaten beyond the subject matter and
authorship.

The main and most effective approach to memorizing everything is associated with the culture as a
whole - constant visualization! Do from the temples, paintings or monuments the screensaver on the
phone, the gloves posters with them and with their authors to the fridge, the walls, - anywhere.
Wake up, and before your eyes you have a Sofia Cathedral - immediately remember the style, and
the age with the ruler. Then, after a week, you changed the studied period: all break, change and
put / pin new! Such an approach, when everything will be constantly before your eyes, will help drive
all this volume of knowledge on culture to you in the brain feeder, from where you can get it during
the exam, as soon as you see a familiar picture or a monument. Oh yeah, this is the motherland
mother, to which I admired all April, coming to the refrigerator, "you will say not thinking.

A very important point that concerns and maps including, all pictures will be black and white.
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Consider this fact during the preparation, then not to be confused.

Naturally, without the theoretical basis, it will not be possible - here and architectural styles need to
be learned to distinguish, and the literary genres differentiate through the centuries and
representatives. It will already depend on the volume of your knowledge. And visual correlation with
works is an excellent way to memorize.


